Introduction {#S1}
============

Cell phone addiction is common in today's world ([@B29]), leading to a host of potential complications, including poor sleep, depression, and anxiety ([@B7]). Not only do the vast majority of adults own a cell phone (upward of 85%), but they increasingly reach for their phones during every in-between minute in their lives ([@B6]; [@B9]) -- whether it be first thing in the morning, while waiting on line, or while taking a break in the middle of another task. It is in this last area where this study aims to make a contribution, by addressing the cognitive consequences of reaching for a cell phone in the middle of a demanding task. This practice is relatively new to our society and as-yet-unproven as a cognitively effective break. Although the costs of cell phone addiction are becoming better understood as a drain on our sleep and positive emotions, there is still a need to understand the effects on our cognitive capacities.

Human brains are not built for sustained attention and hence people must learn to work efficiently within their cognitive limits. One way that people help to protect their cognitive resources from becoming exhausted is to take periodic breaks from tasks that require focused attention. A break is the act of temporarily halting and disengaging within or between tasks. Based on the effort-recovery model ([@B20]), breaks offer a good chance for individuals to recover cognitive power in order to optimize one's performance in the subsequent work ([@B11]). In longer tasks, breaks can also serve to refresh interest in the topic. For example, even though most people resist television advertisements, it turns out that people enjoy shows more when they are presented with these ads, since this can reduce the cognitive burnout of watching the show continuously, allow the brain to think about the show, and even build intrigue for the plot ([@B24]).

The idea that breaks can serve a useful purpose is relatively intuitive, and research has begun to explore the *content* of various breaks and their relative restorative abilities ([@B33]). However, little is known about the *form* that a break takes. Thus, this study investigates whether the type of medium used during breaks (cell phone, paper, or computer-based) accelerates or decelerates cognitive exhaustion and measures subsequent cognitive ability to perform better in later tasks. Research has recognized the habit of being online to take a break at work ([@B14]), and has noted that this kind of break can indeed serve as restorative. The possible difference between using a cell phone and using a computer has not been examined; however, based on the different ways that we interact with these different devices, they may show their uniqueness in our response to breaks on one versus the other.

We predict that using cell phones in particular will be detrimental to further cognitive tasks because based on the addictive nature of cell phone use for people, extra cognitive resources are dedicated to interacting with the phone every time it is in use. Although screen-based tasks have been shown to be cognitively tiring overall ([@B10]), we argue that cell phones will be yet more draining than would a computer screen because of the large number of addictive tasks readily engaged in, further distracting the mind even if those tasks are not currently occurring. It is here where this paper aims to contribute, by exploring a potential consequence of the addiction-fueled deeper cognitive attachment that people have with their cell phones than they do with other devices.

Breaks and cognitive power {#S1a}
--------------------------

In one sense, breaks are factors that obstruct the flow of work, which could thus detrimentally affect the efficiency and productivity levels of employees when they are engaged in simple and routine tasks ([@B3]; [@B26]). Since taking a break is a type of interruption, the progress of a task to be completed declines and it becomes difficult to regain optimal engagement (known as "flow") again upon return ([@B5]). Studies have shown that workers often do not immediately return to their original task after an interruption ([@B19]). They typically engage in two other tasks (on average) in between the interruption and the return to the original task. Even if breaks are taken between tasks, they could lead to the risk of losing the mind's focus on thinking and producing.

Yet another, more prominent, perspective maintains that breaks can serve positive ends as an incubation period that alleviates individuals' depletion level and leads to improved performance ([@B11]; [@B12]), especially as work becomes more complex in nature. Indeed, even brief breaks to work on a separate task have been shown to diminish depletion and improve performance ([@B1]). Breaks are especially helpful when one can choose the moment to disengage, as opposed to being interrupted, as this can help minimize the divided attention that results when one is, intentionally or unintentionally, maintaining thoughts about both tasks at once ([@B16]; [@B17]). At their best, breaks help the mind to relax, allow emotional energy to recharge ([@B33]), and reinvigorate the memory system by storing what has already been done to free up more cognitive power for the next phase ([@B11]).

Cell phones and cognitive engagement {#S1b}
------------------------------------

Research has begun to suggest that cell phone use is cognitively different from other kinds of engagement ([@B36]). Cell phone addiction has been increasingly documented, in part based on the capacity to get "hooked" on reinforcing behaviors through this medium (such as receiving new messages), along with an observed loss of control despite its negative consequences or use in dangerous situations ([@B6]). In addition, especially for young people for whom life has almost always included a cell phone as a primary tool of interaction and presentation, these devices have become a part of their entire identity and something that they cannot imagine life without ([@B29]). In fact, several people of all ages are so connected with their phones at this point that it has become common to experience "phantom vibration syndrome" whereby one may mistakenly imagine that a phone has sent a message alert ([@B8]). Because of this, even the mere presence of one's cell phone within view has been shown to be distracting, as the brain immediately thinks about what messages it might contain ([@B35]). In brief, people get both cognitively and emotionally "lost" in their phones more often than they do in other devices or other types of breaks.

Theoretical work on the topic of interaction with digital technology has emerged through the Modality, Agency, Interactivity, and Navigability (MAIN model; [@B31]). Of greatest relevance to this paper is the concept of modality, which refers to the structural medium itself and the associations and heuristics triggered because of these features. For example, the theory explains how new and flashy technologies might trigger the "coolness heuristic," whereas technologies that have the capability to constantly interrupt us might trigger the "intrusiveness heuristic" ([@B31], p. 82), each of which might change the way we interact with a particular type of technology and how we treat the information that we get from it.

Cell phones seem to activate a "keeping up with things" heuristic by triggering the deep-seated need to check in on the ongoing information flows and interactions that happen on that device. This need to constantly keep in touch helps drive the addictions that we see occurring. We argue that looking at one's cell phone will create just such a psychological need to check in with other interactions, and will thus be more distracting than other types of technological devices. Note that while these interactions are primarily social in nature for many people, there could also be other engaging and addictive activities, such as gaming or web searches or photos, which could lead to the same effects.

Research has shown that even seeing a message notification on one's cell phone is as cognitively distracting as is stopping and checking the message ([@B32]), likely because it has created an open-ended question that the mind needs to be answered, similar to the Zeigarnik effect in which the mind dwells on unfinished business ([@B38]). This is related to the issue of attention residue ([@B16]), which is the phenomenon that occurs when trying to switch between one task and another in which the mind is still processing thoughts about the first task while trying to engage with a second task. In the case of cell phone use, the addictive nature makes this problem of attention residue more likely; people seem to have half a mind on the phone at all times, and logically made worse by getting to interact with it for a moment during a break.

For these reasons, we expect the special case of taking a break from a task using a cell phone to be more cognitively taxing than taking other kinds of breaks, even if the break task done on the cell phone is itself not related to personal messages or social interaction of any kind. In other words, we expect there to be a psychological and cognitive spillover effect from the activities most commonly (and most engagingly) done over cell phones to other tasks that are attempted through that medium. Just as the mere presence of a phone (even one not in use) during a conversation can limit disclosure and trust ([@B22]; [@B27]), we expect the level of subsequent cognitive ability to be lower when people use a cell phone for a break than when taken in other ways. *Hypothesis 1a:* Participants who use cell phones to take a break in the middle of a demanding cognitive task will show higher levels of cognitive depletion than will participants who engage in other types of breaks.*Hypothesis 1b:* Participants who use cell phones to take a break in the middle of a demanding cognitive task will show lower task performance in the second half of the task than will participants who engage in other types of breaks.

Methods {#S2}
=======

Participants and study design {#S2a}
-----------------------------

Participants were 414 undergraduate students who received course credit for their participation and were randomly assigned to conditions. They were drawn from a population, containing 56% male and 44% female and had an average age of 22 years. In terms of ethnicity, the population was 22% White, 30% Asian, 13% Black, 31% Hispanic, and 4% other. The experimental design compared breaks taken on a cell phone with breaks taken using other media (paper-based and on a full computer screen) in the middle of a cognitively demanding task. The medium of the main task was counterbalanced as well (paper-based and computer-based), and a no-break condition was included as a control.

Procedure {#S2b}
---------

Participants first received instructions on how to solve anagram tasks (a set of jumbled letters that can be rearranged to form one or more English words), a task used in previous research ([@B25]; [@B30]) as something cognitively difficult but solvable. After seeing a practiced anagram with a provided solution, the first half of the task presented 10 anagrams. This was followed by instructions on a break task to complete (in all but the no-break conditions), and finally the second set of 10 anagrams was provided as the critical task (numbered as 11--20 to maintain the continuity of the original task). To avoid excessive cognitive burnout on the first phase (from [@B25]), and subsequent low motivation to complete the rest of the task, we opted to make 4 of the 10 anagrams in this first phase significantly easier than the rest (i.e., they contained only four letters instead of five, as did the remaining six anagrams). The second phase was composed of 10 difficult anagrams (from the study of [@B30]; see [Appendix](#app1){ref-type="app"} for both complete sets).

Participants either solved the anagrams via computer screen, on paper, or on their own personal cell phones. The two electronic conditions (cell phone and computer) utilized a link to a webpage, which contained the entire experiment, so that there was no concern about participants' potential hesitation to download anything to a personal device. Page breaks within the task were standardized, so that, regardless of the medium used, all participants needed to click forward to the next page in equivalent places. Participants could skip an anagram if needed and move on to the next one, could go back to continue to work on any of the anagrams previously seen in that section, or could enter more than one answer for a single string of letters (e.g., "eitm" could be solved as "time," "mite," or "item"). The amount of time that they spent on the final set of 10 anagrams was recorded.

In the break task, participants chose three items to buy within a specific budget from a store (using either a paper version of a store's advertised sales for the week or online platform). This task was chosen because it could realistically be performed via either a paper or an online format, was wholly unrelated to the focal task, and was common enough to be a true-to-life break. Participants either typed or wrote the reasons why they selected the items in a sentence or two, to ensure attention to this task. Participants in the no-break condition proceeded to work immediately on the second set of challenging anagrams.

Ethics {#S2c}
------

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Rutgers University which the participants attended. All subjects were informed about the study and all provided informed consent, and all were over the age of 18.

Dependent variables {#S2d}
-------------------

### Cognitive depletion {#S2d1}

The amount of time that participants spent working on the *second* set of anagrams was measured as a proxy for cognitive depletion. This is the most common and standard way to estimate the level of depletion of cognitive resources (e.g., [@B23]; [@B34]), as it is assumed that more time participants spend trying to come up with solutions for each difficult anagram, the greater the amount of their cognitive depletion.

### Task performance {#S2d2}

As participants dealt with difficult anagrams, not unsolvable ones, task performance was measured by counting the number of correct solutions each participant came up with in the second half of the task.

Statistical analyses {#S2e}
--------------------

To analyze the differences between break conditions (cell phone break, paper break, computer break, or no break), analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used with both participants' cognitive depletion level and subsequent task performance level in the second half of the task (after the break) as dependent variables. To ensure that baseline performance was not overly influencing the findings, performance and depletion in the first half of the task was used as a control variable in all models. Eta-squared statistics were calculated to examine effect sizes or the percentage of the overall variance explained in the model by these variables. The rule of thumb is that an eta-squared of 0.01 refers to a small effect size, 0.06 refers to a medium effect size, and 0.14 or larger refers to large effect sizes ([@B4]; [@B21]).

Results {#S3}
=======

Before exploring the hypothesized effects, we first compared the two types of media used for the main task. In terms of cognitive depletion, both those who took a break in the middle of a paper-based task and those who took a break in the middle of a computer-based task took approximately the same amount of time to complete the second half of the task (*F* = 0.311, *df* = 223, *p* \> .5). Similarly, with respect to task performance, both those who took a break in the middle of a paper-based task and those who took a break in the middle of a computer-based task solved approximately the same number of problems in the second half of the task (*F* = 0.057, *df* = 223, *p* \> .5). Similarly, those in the no-break condition on paper were also statistically indistinguishable from those in the no-break condition on the computer for cognitive depletion (*F* = 1.31, *df* = 82, *p* \> .1) and for subsequent task performance (*F* = 0.24, *df* = 82, *p* \> .05). This is in contrast with the findings of Gajendran et al. ([@B10]), who found that screen-based tasks in general were more depleting. Thus, we were able to collapse the main-task conditions (paper and computer) and only compare groups based on break--task medium.

*Hypotheses 1a* and *1b* predicted that participants who used their cell phones for the break task would have higher levels of cognitive depletion and lower levels of subsequent task performance than those who took other kinds of breaks (see Tables [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} for descriptive statistics for all study conditions).

###### 

Descriptive table for cognitive depletion

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Condition          Cognitive depletion   Condition (overall)   Cognitive depletion
  ----------------- --------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
  Task: paper           *M* = 394.46        Cell phone breaks       *M* = 330.49\
                                                                    *SD* = 80.42\
                                                                 \[314.77, 346.21\]

  Break: cell           *SD* = 66.59                            

  *N* = 34           \[371.22, 417.69\]                         

  Task: computer        *M* = 298.97                            

  Break: cell           *SD* = 67.05                            

  *N* = 69           \[282.86, 315.08\]                         

  Task: paper           *M* = 363.56            No break            *M* = 355.68\
                                                                    *SD* = 73.90\
                                                                 \[339.74, 371.62\]

  Break: none           *SD* = 73.12                            

  *N* = 52           \[343.20, 383.91\]                         

  Task: computer        *M* = 343.27                            

  Break: none           *SD* = 74.55                            

  *N* = 33           \[317.93, 369.70\]                         

  Task: paper           *M* = 252.12          Paper breaks          *M* = 275.61\
                                                                    *SD* = 89.20\
                                                                 \[258.83, 292.39\]

  Break: paper          *SD* = 74.69                            

  *N* = 56           \[232.11, 272.12\]                         

  Task: computer        *M* = 299.53                            

  Break: paper          *SD* = 96.80                            

  *N* = 55           \[273.36, 325.70\]                         

  Task: paper           *M* = 331.36         Computer breaks        *M* = 278.59\
                                                                   *SD* = 104.69\
                                                                 \[259.25, 297.93\]

  Break: computer       *SD* = 91.00                            

  *N* = 60           \[307.95, 354.87\]                         

  Task: computer        *M* = 221.02                            

  Break: computer       *SD* = 87.31                            

  *N* = 55           \[197.42, 244.62\]                         
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Note. N*: number of participants; *M*: mean; *SD*: standard deviation \[95% confidence interval\].

###### 

Descriptive table for subsequent task performance

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Condition          Subsequent task performance   Condition (overall)   Subsequent task performance
  ----------------- ----------------------------- --------------------- -----------------------------
  Task: paper                *M* = 6.56             Cell phone breaks            *M* = 6.38\
                                                                                *SD* = 1.47\
                                                                               \[6.09, 6.67\]

  Break: cell                *SD* = 1.64                                

  *N* = 34                 \[5.99, 7.13\]                               

  Task: computer             *M* = 6.29                                 

  Break: cell                *SD* = 1.38                                

  *N* = 69                 \[5.96, 6.62\]                               

  Task: paper                *M* = 5.48                 No break                 *M* = 5.32\
                                                                                *SD* = 1.69\
                                                                               \[4.95, 5.68\]

  Break: none                *SD* = 1.81                                

  *N* = 52                 \[4.98, 5.98\]                               

  Task: computer             *M* = 5.06                                 

  Break: none                *SD* = 1.48                                

  *N* = 33                 \[4.54, 5.58\]                               

  Task: paper                *M* = 8.66               Paper breaks               *M* = 8.13\
                                                                                *SD* = 1.34\
                                                                               \[7.87, 8.38\]

  Break: paper               *SD* = 1.57                                

  *N* = 56                 \[8.32, 9.00\]                               

  Task: computer             *M* = 7.58                                 

  Break: paper               *SD* = 1.20                                

  *N* = 55                 \[7.26, 7.91)\]                              

  Task: paper                *M* = 7.55              Computer breaks             *M* = 8.13\
                                                                                *SD* = 1.65\
                                                                               \[7.83, 8.44\]

  Break: computer            *SD* = 1.57                                

  *N* = 60                 \[7.15, 7.95\]                               

  Task: computer             *M* = 8.76                                 

  Break: computer            *SD* = 1.52                                

  *N* = 55                 \[8.35, 9.17\]                               
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Note. N*: number of participants; *M*: mean; *SD*: standard deviation \[95% confidence interval\].

*Hypothesis 1a* expected that participants in the cell phone break conditions would lead to higher levels of cognitive depletion than other break conditions. The overall ANOVA testing cell phone breaks versus other types of breaks was significant (*F* = 20.764, *p* \< .001, *df* = 326, η^2^ = 0.06), demonstrating that there were meaningful cognitive depletion differences between cell phone breaks (*M* = 330.49, *SD* = 80.42) and other types of breaks (*M* = 277.12, *SD* = 97.19) with a medium effect size. In other words, those in the cell phone break condition took longer in the second half of the task than those who took other breaks. Thus, *Hypothesis 1a* was supported. In further post-hoc Tukey's test analyses (see Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}), it is interesting to note that there was no statistical difference between those who took cell phone breaks and those who took no break at all (*M* = 355.68, *SD* = 73.90; *F* = 2.448, *df* = 185, *p* \> .1), suggesting that the cognitive recharging that happened in the paper or computer break conditions did not happen in the cell phone condition.

###### 

Post-hoc Tukey's tests for cognitive depletion by condition

  Condition A                         Condition B                   Mean difference                                *SE*
  ------------------ ---------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- --------
  Cell phone break                    Paper break                   54.883[\*\*\*](#T3-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   12.168
  Computer break      51.903[\*\*\*](#T3-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}  12.066                                         
  No break                              −25.189                     13.033                                         
  Paper break                        Computer break                 −2.980                                         11.834
  No break            80.073[\*\*\*](#T3-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}  12.819                                         
  Computer break                        No break                    77.092[\*\*\*](#T3-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   12.722

*Note. SE*: standard error.

*p* \< .001.

*Hypothesis 1b* predicted that participants in the cell phone break condition would have lower subsequent task performance than other break conditions. The overall ANOVA testing was significant (*F* = 129.886, *df* = 326, *p* \< .001, η^2^ = 0.285), demonstrating that there were meaningful subsequent task performance differences between cell phone breaks (*M* = 6.38, *SD* = 1.47) and other types of breaks (*M* = 8.13, *SD* = 1.50), with a quite large effect size. In other words, those in the cell phone break condition solved fewer problems in the second half of the task as compared to those in any other break condition. Thus, *Hypothesis 1b* was supported. In this case, however, the Tukey's comparison (Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}) between the cell phone break and the no-break condition was significant, with those in the cell phone break condition (*M* = 6.38, *SD* = 1.47) solving more anagrams in the second half of the task than those in the no-break condition (*M* = 5.32, *SD* = 1.69; *F* = 24.961, *df* = 185, *p* \< .001, η^2^ = 0.119), although fewer than those with any other type of break, with a medium effect size (see Figures [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

Post-hoc Tukey's tests for subsequent task performance

  Condition A                         Condition B                   Mean difference                                *SE*
  ------------------ ---------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- -------
  Cell phone break                    Paper break                   −1.747[\*\*\*](#T4-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.210
  Computer break      −1.752[\*\*\*](#T4-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}  0.208                                          
  No break            1.061[\*\*\*](#T4-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.225                                          
  Paper break                        Computer break                 −0.004                                         0.204
  No break            2.808[\*\*\*](#T4-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.221                                          
  Computer break                        No break                    2.813[\*\*\*](#T4-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}    0.220

*Note. SE*: standard error.

*p* \< .001.

![Effect of breaks on cognitive depletion in time in seconds (means with 95% confidence intervals shown)](jba-08-03-21_f001){#fig1}

![Effect of breaks on subsequent task performance in numbers of correct answers (means with 95% confidence intervals shown)](jba-08-03-21_f002){#fig2}

Discussion {#S4}
==========

In these results, an overall pattern appeared whereby those who stopped their tasks to take a break on their cell phones fared worse than any other type of break in terms of their subsequent performance, regardless of the main task medium used. Cell phone breaks resulted in the same levels of cognitive depletion as not taking any break at all. As our society increasingly grapples with cell phone addiction, with more and more use of these devices during free moments between (and even during) tasks, it is even significant to understand how these actions may negatively affect our cognitive skills.

Especially in a world filled with cognitive overload at every turn, pausing in the middle of tough tasks can allow one to better attack the next phase. However, our results showed that not all break media were identically able to provide this recharging effect, and the one that might be most appealing (especially to those addicted to cell phone use) may in fact be the worst choice. Indeed, in terms of task performance, if one reaches for a cell phone during a break, it seems to hinder future performance more than using either a computer screen or a paper-based task for the break instead.

It is particularly interesting that reaching for a cell phone and interacting with another screen-based medium (such as a computer) during a break produced such different results. This reinforces the idea that we may not engage with all screens in an identical fashion. Cell phones, because of their addictive nature and high levels of involvement in daily life, may now carry additional levels of magnetism and distraction that make it difficult to return focused attention to work tasks. This finding supports the developing theory that people are more cognitively and emotionally attached to their phones than they are to other devices, including other electronic tools such as computers. The prevalence of people interrupting a task to look at their phones makes this exploration important.

When it comes to cell phones, the prominent areas of concern are the alerts and notifications that can interrupt other work, conversations, and thought processes. It stands to reason that being interrupted mid-stream on a task or a conversation could force one to lose the thread of the original task more readily. However, in this experiment, the break was not an interruption per se, but was instead a planned and pre-announced part of the process. In addition, in this sense of timing, the break was identical across conditions and so the degree of interruption was held constant. Moreover, the cell phone seemed to serve as the least effective form of a break here studied, indicating that it is not just the matter of a cell phone being a more interruption-prone device that is cause for concern in its use as a break mechanism.

It is possible that the smaller screen size of the cell phones may have contributed to the different outcomes. The studies on screen size differences influencing people's behaviors and performance in other areas (e.g., [@B13]; [@B15]) show, for example, that people may not interact in the same way through cell phones as through larger screens, and may even end up more cognitively depleted when they see objects through screens at an unfamiliar size ([@B28]), such as smaller than normal as viewed through a mobile phone screen. However, since the task used for the break was a shopping task, which is commonly executed by people of the college-student age group studied here, it does not seem likely that the small screen size is the main driver of the effect that we have observed here, although it might have contributed to the results. Further work is needed to tease apart the differences between size and effectiveness with respect to tasks completed on cell phones, as well as to explore whether a longer task or a longer break might show the same effects. Similarly, performing the main task on a cell phone might also have implications for how the various breaks function.

Furthermore, the nature of the experiment was to require all participants to perform the same task during the break -- such as shopping. That activity is likely to be more relaxing for some than for others, and research has shown that relaxation during breaks is a critical element of recharging cognitively ([@B2]). Other individual-difference variables may also influence this phenomenon, such as the degree of self-efficacy that people feel toward their interactions with technology ([@B37]). However, the random assignment used in this experiment should ameliorate much of these types of individual-difference-based concerns. Future research can also explore whether other types of interactions via cell phone, such as checking and answering messages, would have the same or different effects on the ability to successfully return to work tasks.

Conclusions {#S5}
===========

These findings contribute to the growing body of work that explores the nuances of the cell phone addictions that many people currently live with. In this case, the question is whether taking a break with a cell phone in hand serves as a true mental break from actual work tasks, or whether looking at a phone might unintentionally add to the cognitive load of the mind instead of relieving it. The results show that breaks might be better spent without the cell phone, if the goal is to have restored cognitive ability for subsequent work tasks.
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\(a\) Park et al. ([@B25])

  Set       Example
  --------- -------------------------------
  aste\*    east and seat
  dite\*    Edit and tide
  rcalel    Recall and cellar
  earinm    marine, remain, and airmen
  atcs\*    cats, cast, and acts
  lpseta    Plates and staple
  edovet    devote and vetoed
  emat\*    team, mate, meat, and tame
  tocrse    sector, escort, and corset
  pnsrtee   repents, serpent, and present

*Note.* \*Randomly selected anagrams from the easy list of the paper to prevent participants from being demotivated.

\(b\) Shah et al. ([@B30])

  Set            Example
  -------------- --------------------------------
  Practice       
   eachp         Peach and cheap
  Experimental   
   nelmo         Melon and lemon
   anetlm        Mental and lament
   ilesm         smile, limes, miles, and slime
   olspo         pools, spool, and loops
   leestc        select and elects
   niedm         denim and mined
   hrbot         throb and broth
   idfel         filed and field
   veerl         revel and lever
   sdetre        deters and desert
